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highlighted how these camps had also served as a painful gateway between East and West. These refugees had another agenda than just meeting with veteran Thai camp guards or UN administrators. They conducted memorial rites of their own; they gathered a little sacred dust from Site 2 or Khao I Dang, the largest and second largest of the Cambodian camps to bring back to the diaspora. The sites themselves now look like barely delineated expanses of scrubland or, in Khao I Dang's case, have been recently converted into an arboretum under royal patronage. Apart from very small signs nailed to posts or trees, there are hardly any other commemorative indicators or signifiers of the importance of these spaces. In fact there are many more references to the demining efforts than to the plight of refugees and displaced Cambodians in this still militarised border zone. 3 Along a convoluted journey through check points the convoy of buses and army vehicles reached one site after the other. At every stop, all passengers gathered around a handheld megaphone which was passed from one speaker to another -whoever wished could then recollect -in English -their time in the camps -either as internees or international workers. A few anecdotes enlivened restrained but tragic accounts which brought many close to tears.
I was invited to be a historian in a memorial celebration 4 because I had mentioned to one of the participants, the UN veteran Norah Niland, my interest in the significance of Cambodian camps for the history of modern humanitarian aid. 5 This article relies largely on the interviews I conducted at this event and on work in Médecins sans Frontières's archives in Paris, which document the presence of this medical NGO in Thailand over twenty-eight years. It analyses the role of these camps in shaping how international workers and refugees engaged with trauma and the memory of genocide as a way to understand each other. It shows how this complex interaction shaped the humanitarian response and its approach to subjects, many of whom were destined for resettlement either in the West or in a country devastated by war and genocide. 6 By looking in turn at the camps, the international volunteers and how they engaged with the traumatic experience of genocide victims, this article shows how humanitarian internationalists 'invented' modern humanitarianism through their practices and through the facilitation of knowledge production. This humanitarianism in turn evolved into a global political 'lobby' against the Khmer Rouge's presence at the United Nations and at the peace negotiation table in the 3 Although at peace, Thailand and Cambodia regularly contest their exact frontiers. 4 new Cambodia. This shift, late in the day, also revealed pent up anger against the manner in which humanitarians had, almost unwittingly, maintained the political and military system which had enabled Khmer Rouge survival throughout the 1980s. The campaigns of the late 1980s revealed how profound the experience of looking after Cambodian refugees primarily as victims of the trauma of the Khmer Rouge genocide had been.
Imagined Humanitarian Communities
In the humanitarian narrative of the twentieth century the Cambodian camps became a focal point of sustained engagement and collaboration between the UN and nongovernmental organisations, particularly from around 1979 until 1993. While the contemporary camps at the border of Afghanistan Nicaragua, in the horn of Africa and in Sudan have also played significant roles in the actual shaping of humanitarian practices -as Fiona Terry argues -they are not the object of similar commemorative practices and reunions. 7 Among the scores of victims at the end of the Cold War, displaced Cambodians had a particular aura which referred to the extraordinary brutality of the Vietnam Wars and the Cambodian 'self-genocide'. These events echoed powerfully across Europe and played a crucial part in the shaping and reshaping of European left wing politics from the 1960s until 1989. Unlike other contemporary crises, the Indochinese refugee crisis of the 1980s opened the gates to the largest resettlement programme in Europe since the end of the Second World War. But in the camps, as well as on arrival in Europe, the encounter with the Cambodians was made more complex by the growing conviction that their story was uniquely 'traumatised' -which in turn gave rise to the idea of secondary trauma for those who have worked with them. Over a period of thirteen to fifteen years, these closed camps were sites of international work which combined very diverse relief activities (from food relief to healthcare, policing, education and religious succour) with a relatively stable environment where knowledge was co-produced by European and American academics and humanitarians. Many of these academics and humanitarians encountered genocide victims afresh with the intellectual tools and historical baggage arising from the European experience of the Holocaust. Though much research was defined by the camps, it found its uses in Europe and North America, where many refugees were resettled. This considerable resettlement effort contributed to a more dislocated experience of what was in 'the field' and what was a concern for the 'West'. Cambodian people became refugees in, and later citizens of, the countries of origin of the humanitarian workers, such as France and Germany. They are now therefore Europeans in their own right, but their story of genocide talked to older European experiences of genocide through the interpretative framework devised in the camps.
For the humanitarian workers, a common way of working and responding to this encounter shaped what we might call an epistemic community. The concept itself, borrowed from Haas, describes how groups, through work socialisation, come to share professional identities, understandings of situations, norms, policy practices and the discursive foundations of their worldviews. This article argues that beyond well-studied government agencies or international bureaucracies, voluntary groups and NGOs coalesced, as they grew rapidly, in a handful of significant sites on at the margins of Cold War conflicts. Among these sites the Thai border camps are a prime example of converging practices and consensual analyses within a 'human rights framework'. 8 This very particular expatriate setting mixed nationalities within the spaces of sociability and work at the borders of the two countries and became perceived as a 'community', a group endowed with a range of imagined virtues as explored by Daniel Immerwahr.
9 'The border' became a liminal spatial entity in its own right. A 'frontier spirit' defined its makeshift appearance and transience and it echoed strongly culturally for European, American and Australian volunteers. In turn this spirit defined their sense of community. 10 The references made at the reunion at the border, some thirty years later, to 'cow boys and girls' would, in another setting, be entirely negative. In a border setting, as imagined then and as it is remembered now, they anchor the humanitarian experience of the 1980s in older myths of path-breaking initiative and self-reliance.
This imagined sense of community was grounded in a range of practices which have had long-term influence. Some of the 'spaces of aid' identified by Lisa Smirlincluding this particular distance between the 'field' as lived by humanitarians and places in need of aid -took form in the very constrained political setting of this of this late Cold War frontier.
11 Despite the many ambiguities of relief work 'at the border', 12 a success narrative was constructed and established by the time the camps were evacuated, dismantled and burned. For a significant generation of humanitarians, the space at the edge of Cambodia became the cradle of their career, while for many NGOs it became a site of continuous and systemic institutional growth. Reflecting on these camps as the spatial configuration of 'epistemic' exchange and the consolidation of an international professional world, one can reflect on what internationalists learned when they gathered and collaborated in the final decade of the Cold War.
The Cambodian Camps
Reflecting on the state of the humanitarian aid in the early 1990s, Charlotte Benson produced a synthesis of the coordinated Cambodian relief work for the British think tank the Overseas Development Institute of London. Her short text reflected on a mission now complete and on what lessons might be learned from this experience. 13 By 1993 most of the camps had, with the exception of a few Khmer rouge hideouts, been closed and dismantled. 'Mission accomplished!?' asked with some scepticism the MSF representative in Bangkok in his report to the president of the French NGO.
14 The international political process ending war in Cambodia was formally agreed in Paris on 23 October 1991. It ended both a civil war of twenty years and fifteen years long war with Vietnam. Bringing together all the rival factions, including the Khmer Rouge supported by China and Thailand, and the nationalists and royalists supported by the United States and France, the process gave precedence to national reconstruction over the resolution of all conflicts or retribution for the unspeakable crimes of the 1970s. In practice, this 'peace' remained fragile until the Khmer Rouge weakened in the 1990s when they lost their powerful allies. This ambiguous peace accord concluded the Indochinese wars of decolonisation which had so long been the most violent conflict zone of the Cold War.
It also ended the international humanitarian effort at the border of Cambodia, relocating it instead inside the country, with many NGOs focusing much more on development issues than emergency relief work. A uniquely centralised UN cooperation led by UNBRO ceased to exist when UNHCR was tasked with the repatriation of its wards. The final mission was masterminded by Sergio Vieira de Mello, who transformed its mandate in March 1992 and conducted a successful operation despite many initial concerns. 15 As Benson noted, 'UNBRO was unique and according to most observers a highly successful venture'. 16 As the outcome of a successful peace process, the end of humanitarian relief on the border seemed a victory against all odds.
From 20 Most border camps were managed by a joint mission by UNICEF-ICRC until the creation of a specific organisation, UNBRO, enabled it to take over in 1982. 21 The UNHCR only managed one of the largest camps from 1983 onwards, Khao I Dang. This camp was the only official gateway for overseas resettlement until 1989. 22 Because it was the camp most open to foreign visitors it soon became emblematic of all refugee camps despite its singularity. The Thai military had oversight of all refugee camps, but they surrendered their political management to the different Cambodian factions opposed to the Vietnamese. As a result, the royalist FUNCINPEC party, the Khmer People's National Liberation Front and the Khmer Rouge ruled the various camps. 23 These factions and their militias were supported by the French, Americans and Chinese respectively, even as they formed the uneasy Coalition Government of Democratic Kampuchea in 1982 under the leadership of Prince Norodom Sihanouk. In effect, the genocidal Khmer Rouges under Khieu Samphan, the foreign secretary of the coalition, remained in control of the UN representation for Cambodia throughout the period, while their troops received the bulk of military assistance. Their guerrilla outnumbered that of their competitors by a factor of three to one and was widely regarded as the most effective combatant force. 24 This humanitarian arrangement associated the open needs of a vast displaced population with the unspoken needs of Cold War strategists -Thai, Chinese as well as American -seeking to contain Vietnamese hegemony over Indochina. A covert guerrilla war ensued throughout the 1980s during which the Vietnamese dominated during the dry season while their foes were most active in the rainy season. The camps' military importance declined after the successful Vietnamese offensive of 1984, when the camps were regrouped within the border zone of Thailand.
Unlike the smaller Karen camps, which still exist today at the border of Myanmar, and which tend to look far more like hillside villages, Cambodian camps such as Khao I Dang and Site 2 grew into veritable cities. Khao I Dang lasted longest (from 1979-1992) , with a population of 40 to 57,000 in the 1980s; Site 2 hosted about 140,000 people in 1989 when the Ford foundation survey attempted a demographic study, increasing to 198,582 in 1991. The figures remained a moot point throughout the period since the overestimation of refugee numbers by camp management -with some considerable complicity from some humanitarians -enabled the food rations to feed both soldiers and the black market sustaining the war economy. 25 Site 2 had sub-camps which formed a conurbation rather than a unique space. Like Khao I Dang it was open to NGOs and urban. By the late 1980s it had restaurants, a Buddhist monastery, many workshops and even 'universities'. Like all the other camps under UNBRO management, however, it was also a closed environment at night, with a curfew of 4 p.m. for foreigners. Thai authorities demanded that these camps retained an artificial appearance of transience and permanent structures were banned at the exception of very few administrative barracks. Apart from a few rare concrete floors, all structures remained wood, straw and bamboo built -giving them a rural feel which their continued presence over many years might have made redundant.
Khao I Dang and Site 2 grew to become focal points for NGO work; American, Australian, Japanese and European funding and international academic research.
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Unlike the Khmer Rouge controlled camps, they welcomed Voluntary Organisation (Volag) initiatives, offering fertile ground for the deployment of new resources such as European Community funding. They brought together new European NGOs such as MSF and Handicap as well as older, often religious, European and American organisations, some of which had long experience in the region dating back to the Korean war or earlier. 27 The humanitarian apparatus of Cambodia was relatively stable over time and one of the most holistic in the late twentieth century. Humanitarians provided a range of services and projects which included education, health and mental health, policing and peace programmes. While its explicit remit was relief there is no doubt that the genocide gave a particularly militant significance to this relief workeven if it was mired in the contradictions of hosting Khmer rouge armies as refugees in order to enable them to fight the Vietnamese invader.
In this troubled context, the camps favoured research and reflexion, making a long-lasting contribution to the shaping of humanitarian relief work and knowledge specific to refugee work. On one level these communities of practice can be described as epistemic communities. Using Ludwik Fleck's cultural notions of 'thought 25 collective' 28 in science, rather than Kuhnian concepts of paradigm shift, one can reflect on the localisation and diffusion models of epistemic shifts throughout these specific spaces. Knowledge produced and diffused locally in these camps has since reached deep and far in the nascent international humanitarian networks. The empirical knowledge embodied in practices, manuals and guidelines was transmitted from one organisation to the next, with field workers translating from and into English the modus operandi of partner organisations and reporting back to headquarters. Within voluntary organisations, international volunteers often served at least a year at the Thai border. This experience then shaped much of their perspective on humanitarian aid for their subsequent career. These careers in turn took many of these workers around the emergencies of the world during the subsequent thirty years. Frontier veterans are to be found in almost every leading NGO and foundation at decision making levels. The experience of working in the Thai border camps is thus not only a personal matter but also one that impacted the shaping of what was later called 'the humanitarian system' as a whole. Because individual experience was so grounded in a community of practice, it helped to produce many of the assumptions and certainties which have enabled humanitarian work to emerge as a field ripe for 'professionalisation'. This process was rooted spatially in a profound manner. These sites enabled the making of authority, integrity and trust, as professional communities of humanitarian emergency relief workers were constituted and operated over time. While dysfunctional in many ways, these camps were also formative for the humanitarian sector and provided a field of practice at a moment when the sector expanded most.
The Internationalists and Culture Shock
The range of volunteers who made the journey to Cambodia was varied and diverse. It reflected a range of historical trends, including the French continued cultural and social bonds with Indochina and the United States's reinvention of its role in the region after the fall of Saigon. 29 The camps were not the only focal point of humanitarian work in the Indochinese region. Much European media attention was directed at Vietnamese boat people. 30 33 Within the French humanitarian sector it also led directly to the split of a then rather modest Médecins sans Frontières into two organisations, with Doctors of the World (Médecins du Monde) led by Bernard Kouchner emerging as a rival organisation in 1980. MSF opponents to the ship pointed out that the real work was in the refugee camps and not in the TV studios, but the schism went beyond these tactical concerns to encompass a more profound conflict on the aims of humanitarian aid and on its politics. 34 Yet within the camps themselves politics was often an after-thought, and the volunteers came with a focus on relief work rather than a clear understanding of the complex local situation. Some like 'Marianne' 35 moved from San Francisco where she worked with refugees to Aranyaprathet to provide much needed medical care to the impoverished Thai villages surrounding the refugee camps. Though not populated by refugees, the so-called 'affected Thai Villages' were identified for matching relief work by the international relief organisations. 36 She remained near the camps for three formative years of her life before returning to a career in community nursing. 37 Others came because they spoke Thai, like Susan Walker from Minnesota, whose father had served for Air America in the covert war in Laos, and who had grown up in the region. 38 Susan, who had arrived to work with the American Refugee Committee (ARC) to follow her medically trained sister Pat, became ARC's regional director at the age of twenty-six and stayed for the entire period. With the growth of humanitarian response corresponding to the vastly increased size of the settlements, the number and range of volunteers grew in proportion. MSF, which had sent its first 31 Patrick Merziger, 'The "Radical Humanism" of "Cap Anamur" / "German Emergency Doctors" in the 1980s. 'mission' in 1976 to work under the banner of other NGOs, grew to become one of the major medical providers in the NGO world, running the referring hospital in Khao I Dang. European MSF volunteers were originally sent to Bangkok where they were welcomed in a house run by a coordinator and then dispatched to the relevant camps on the borders, a few hours' drive from the capital city. 39 While originally a purely medical volunteer association, MSF had to develop a range of other humanitarian professions in order to support prolonged medical work. In particular, the need for 'logisticians', handymen and planners led the pharmacist Jacques Pinel to recruit a range of French travellers, 'routards' -or long-term resourceful backpackers who, in the spirit of the post-'68 world, travelled the world to experience it. 40 These were deemed to have the required qualities to support international relief work: resourcefulness (débrouillardise) and autonomy. Their survival skills matched the need for resourcefulness the new environment presented. With supply lines stretched to extreme -the flights were subsidised by Air France but the provisions of goods had to rely on local markets and supply chains -logistics became central to the humanitarian escalation. The history of humanitarian logistics, for instance in the case of MSF, whose logistics' section celebrates its thirtieth anniversary in 2016, is closely linked to the large and sustained efforts required to meet the sanitary and medical needs of these city camps. The information exchange between a range of practitioners and volunteers cross fertilised the humanitarian sector.
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The largest border camps of Site 2 and Khao I Dang were both close to the border town of Aranyaprathet in Sae Kaeo Province, on the other side of the Cambodian town Poipet, with which it had been hitherto linked by a train line. The small town became host to all the major actors in the humanitarian field present in the camps from MSF to the ICRC, 42 American Relief Committee, the UNHCR and UNBRO. A community of practice could grow effectively because these groups of different nationalities mixed socially within the confines of Aranyaprathet after the camp curfew of 4 p.m. Much of the literature on Cambodia devotes significant space to the culture shock of humanitarians encountering for the first time profound rurality in extremes of heat and humidity. Children riding buffaloes and the painstaking rice cultivation of the surroundings contrasted with the high density and boredom of the camps. For the international workers, most of them young, the town of Aranyaprathet became a second home -with its very limited entertainment possibilities, its ritual, and from all accounts quite wild, Red Cross parties on Friday night or the MSF 'soirées' on Saturday night -a place where partners were found and lost. The social life in 'Aran' was matched by that found in the Bangkok headquarters. On arrival in our mission we had considered that we could do without parties and limit them to the arrival and departures of the new staff in Bangkok, in order to organise 'parties' with a view to entertain. The MSF protested so much that we have 'institutionalised' festive events. Every time it is an opportunity for all the MSF [staff] to really get to know one another and to meet at the same opportunity our colleagues and travelling companions from other organisations (ESF, ICRC, UNBRO, OHI, UNHCR, EEC, SIPAR...) 43 The town also became a place in which the experience of culture shock became mediated by preceding generations of workers and their 'sharing' of experience. Though their perspective remained to a very considerable sense ethnocentric, in particular in relation to professional practice or, for instance, the understanding of what was dirty or clean, 44 this did not undermine the profound impact of this cultural encounter. Humanitarian workers were in effect cut off from the people they had come to help most of the time. Though this might be called an early instance of 'bunkerisation', it was less a reflection of a security anxiety, although the camps and the roads did remain unsafe, than the geopolitical priorities of the Thai and Cambodian military.
Camp politics were extremely confusing for people used to binaries. While European media and support groups eagerly embraced Afghan freedom fighters, including the iconic Islamist warlord Ahmed Shah Massoud, the portrait of the Cambodian resistance to the Vietnamese remained more confused and subject to contestation. The Khmer Rouge regime remained the legitimate UN seat holder, and the highly ambiguous figure of Prince Sihanouk wove a web of intrigues between Europe, North Korea and China. 45 The complexities of a three way Cold War front eluded the wider public. If humanitarians were naïve at the moment of their first encounter with Cambodia, they soon found themselves at the forefront of intelligence gathering. One American nurse, who arrived in 1985 and who has since remained in Cambodia, admitted that she had arrived in Cambodia without any knowledge of the Vietnamese wars or of the geopolitics of the region. 46 However, intelligence gathering became a common activity for all middle ranking expatriates at the border. Humanitarian workers sent monthly summaries of the complex intrigues and fast changing security situations from the Thai border back to headquarters. The MSF briefing, for instance, echoed the hearsays and rumours exchanged between humanitarian workers and the security apparatus. 47 exchanged information and intelligence pertaining to their own security or to the more arcane negotiations taking place around Cambodian elites. Constituted socially as a community, the international workers also benefited from flexible funding with recurrent funding originating from states such as Japan, the United States and the European Community, as well as national sources and wider public fundraising. The range of projects in the camps reflected their semipermanence and combined emergency relief work, primarily on health matters, with developmental agenda and concerns over the consequences of enforced idleness and dependency for displaced people. 48 Furthermore, the vast resettlement programme which had transformed Khao I Dang into a transit camp for the West (primarily the United States, France, Canada and Australia in order of importance) also literally brought home issues arising from work in the camps. The unfairness of resettlement policies, uniquely focused on one camp at the expense of the others, generated the so-called 'Khao I Dang fever', in which Cambodians, on hearing a rumour of new resettlements or the regularisation of the 'illegal' residents of the camp (literally refugees hiding in a refugee camps), risked their life to escape the UNBRO camps to enter the well-guarded UNHCR one. 49 As the powerless witnesses of these sordid transactions, humanitarians could only relate their dismay at the inequality and unfairness of the international response. The experience was often lived as a traumatic one. Some, like 'Marianne', found it difficult to return from the camps and to 'readjust' to a normal life 'at home. The personal experience of dealing with 'traumatised' people proved hard to convey and profoundly impacted the camp workers.
Yet humanitarians could also rely on strong support networks for their own work which sustained resettlement, and there were possibilities of continuing this work in Europe, North America or Australia. Unlike with many other refugee situations, welcome committees transcending political boundaries had been set up in the expatriates' countries of origin. In France, for instance, the Indochinese refugees were given preferential treatment and relied on deeply anchored support networks which benefited from support from the Catholic Church, military veteran associations and solidarity networks dating from the French Indochinese War.
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These networks reached far across provincial France. For instance, the largest milk production cooperative in the west of France, in Ploudaniel, Brittany, supported humanitarian work in Cambodia as part of its 'Third World' solidarity agenda in collaboration with Association Française de solidarité Cambodge, founded in 1980.
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Networks of solidarity blossomed in many odd areas of the French provinces. By 1989 France Asia Press could bring a 'sample' of twenty-eight Franco-Cambodian associations located in the provinces for a debate with the two leading medical French NGOs in the camps. 52 The camp field work made humanitarians legitimate voices and experts on Cambodia, but their presence in these camps relied increasingly on the quality of the work they could deliver. Over fifteen years of humanitarian work, one finds routine references to one's personal accomplishment in the face of insurmountable initial odds. 'At my arrival, everything needed to be done'. 53 This Sisyphean sense of eternally new toil is deeply impressed in the archives and contrasts with the humbler recollections of longer-term practitioners.
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Understanding Traumatic Experiences
If expertise served as a currency of status -establishing the cultural capital and legitimacy of humanitarian workers, and making them experts in the eyes of international funders and perhaps even some of their 'beneficiaries' -it was also a product of the camps. Much knowledge was produced on camp conditions, for obvious reasons, but the dominant science that emerged from the interaction of expatriates, visiting academics and refugees was primarily developed as a science of genocide survival. Most of the refugees had fled the Vietnamese invasion rather than the Khmer Rouge massacres of the 1970s, but their plight became increasingly defined by the genocide experience of the Khmer Rouge era. Humanitarians were often unwilling or resistant to hosting academic visitors, 55 yet research projects flocked to the camps of Khao I Dang and Site 2 in the hope of making sense of what they contained and represented in order to bring back knowledge about surviving genocide and, later, its impact on Cambodian migrants resettled in the West.
The very large camps on the Thai border created an urban setting which contrasted with much rural development work practiced in the 1970s.
56 Camps thus enabled the study of a range of new issues for humanitarian social investigation 51 and experimentation. In particular, the genocide survivor status, which emerged from the fuller understanding of the atrocities committed under Pol Pot, 57 led some humanitarian workers to concentrate on mental health issues and trauma. The scale of the so-called 'self-genocide' of Cambodia between 1975 and 1978 enabled new research to take place at the same time as European and American psychiatrists were increasingly concerned with the study of trauma in second generation survivors of the Holocaust, 58 and, by the early 1980s, as new categories of more diffuse traumatic experiences arising from the Vietnam war were labelled Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). 59 Their practice thus built on the most recent psychiatric Western perspectives of the 1970s, which represented the survival of genocide as trauma. 60 Cambodian sufferings were often referred to as those of victims of concentration camps. 61 Ironically, the camps where victims lived were now humanitarian spaces, and it was the specific features of a closed environment which made Cambodia so attractive for academic researchers.
The systematic study of (Western) notions of trauma on child survivors was enriched by the possibility of follow up among a captive audience study group. 62 Contemporary studies generated unique science from the prolonged studies of several generations of adolescents in a stressful and alienating environment. Within Site 2 or Khao I Dang, longitudinal studies of group psychology became possible. 63 As
Richard Retchman and Didier Fassin have noted, 64 this data helped shore up the shape and politics of 'new' psychiatric concepts such as PTSD. 65 Retchman, himself a major voice in the critical response to the arrival of PTSD in European psychiatry, built his clinical experience of this ambiguous reconfiguration of trauma through his work with Cambodian refugees living in France from 1986 onwards. 66 The Cambodian adolescent project, for instance, provided the opportunity to produce knowledge on both Cambodians and adolescence. 67 Furthermore, these studies also enabled gendered studies which reinforced and contributed to the debates taking place in Europe and the United States on gender politics. 68 As a unique site of knowledge the Cambodian camps enabled a reflection on modernity: the adolescents and children of these camps were urban subjects whose experiences would have relevance elsewhere. On the one hand their treatment took place in experimental conditions which even included, due to the lack of resources, control groups in the shape of under-medicalised camps or sections of camps. 69 Brought back to the West, where many Khao I Dang refugees were eventually resettled, 70 this knowledge became transferable to a Western urban environment, making explicit the link between international and domestic concerns. 71 This correspondence between distant crises and the development of 'new' concerns with immigration and globalised societies was matched by humanitarian agencies coming to terms with the realities of exclusion and profound poverty at home. In France as in the United States, many refugees of Cambodian origin failed to thrive compared with their Vietnamese or Chinese contemporaries.
The refugee camps of Cambodia resurrected some of the themes that had been raised in Europe for displaced persons in the 1940s and 1950s. In many ways these attitudes to refugees highlighted the psychological and psychiatric dangers of apathy and demoralisation which echoed seventy years of refugee rehabilitation practice as studied by Peter Gatrell, for instance. 72 But there is room for a differentiated approach here, through stressing how these large camps shaped a specific culture of scientific knowledge which enabled university academics to develop projects sustained by humanitarian aid practices. Many medical studies were led by composite teams including local universities and personnel. Although one could develop the impression that this knowledge production was Western focused and even, perhaps, a form of additional violence -even a kind of clinical gaze in a Foucaultian sensethis would not reveal the complexity of what went on.
One of the salient features of the medical and social science that took place in the Cambodian camps was, on the contrary, its focus on cultural difference and the role of culture in attitudes to health, which were not unlike the colonial encounters explored by cultural historians of colonial and missionary medicine. 73 The use of local knowledge and healers in clinical and psychiatric settings were uniquely well documented. 74 For example, the French psychiatrists Jean-Pierre Hiégel and Colette Hiégel Landrac, both based at Khao I Dang, developed a space which combined traditional healing techniques and Western psychiatry in the midst of a chaotic urban setting. They entitled this combination of medicine and traditional healing 'humanitarian psychiatry', but it could only have developed in the long-term setting of a stable camp environment. 75 This project was funded over the years by a succession of agencies such as Médecins du Monde or St John's of Malta. As early as 1980 MSF doctors noted the need to call in 'Kru Khmer' practitioners to treat unknown psychiatric ailments. 76 This culturally sensitive approach profoundly impressed those entrusted with the treatment of resettled Cambodians in France. At a time when French and European politics encountered the reality of globalisation and the new diversity of its people, refugees presented new challenges for those who were treating illnesses were the main focus, the camps also enabled (if not authorised) studies of refugee psychosis 85 or the onset of domestic violence. 86 Scientific works never entirely de-contextualised the lessons of the Cambodian camps from the historical and political setting in which they were produced, but there was a tension in how they related to this captive sample of a post-genocide society. The 'unique' status of the Cambodians as 'traumatised' people 87 invited comparative work, including, for instance, an innovative study of torture victims with the victims of dictatorship in Chile. 88 Cambodians needed education, skills and social opportunities as much as they needed health and food -then the primary focus of emergency relief work. They remained in a situation of continuous emergencies which became the symptoms of a dislocated society in need of reconstruction. The camps bridged the gap between development and humanitarian aid. Their humanitarian needs grew in complexity as a result. As the negotiations between the opposition and the Vietnamese backed regime progressed, humanitarians began to consider their contribution to the rebuilding of Cambodia and to shift their aims from 'emergency relief work' to reconstruction and rehabilitation. 89 They had worked in an environment which was steeped in new approaches to domestic concerns such as gender violence or PTSD, and they could imagine themselves to be part of the solution because of the profound way in which they had contributed to the definition of Cambodian problems through their observations of refugees in camps.
The Late Rise of Political Humanitarian Voices
The end of the camps was foreseeable from 1989 onwards, following the Vietnamese withdrawal from Cambodia. Though destined to be closed, they remained open for more than three years before the last structure was set on fire by Thai authorities and before elections could take place in May 1993 in Cambodia. 90 These final years were troubled by the very complex positioning of competing forces in the peace process and witnessed the paradoxical remilitarisation of the camps. Humanitarians had long known or suspected that food aid had fuelled the war. This suspicion was occasionally aired but remained largely silenced until the scandal became impossible to hide in 1989.
91 UNBRO had long operated by relying on resources dependent on the Cold War agenda of major state donors such as the United States, Japan, France and Thailand. 92 In 1989 the thirteen NGOs operating in Site 2 denounced Americanbacked military rearmament of Sihanouk's partisans. 93 Paradoxically, the Vietnamese withdrawal and the prospect of peace reopened the prospect of the Khmer Rouge's return and genocide. 94 In 1990 many areas fell under Khmer Rouge military control -including much of the border zone -and their return to power seemed almost inevitable, and these fears were not diminished by the terms of the Paris accord of 1991. 95 Despite the deployment of a very large UN transitional authority in 1992, led by the Japanese Yasushi Akashi, and of a large military and policing mission, over 18,000 men strong, under Australian command, humanitarians and observers continued to fear that the Khmer Rouge would resume the genocide interrupted in 1979. This genuine anxiety remained the dominant focus of campaigning until at least late 1993.
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By the beginning of the peace talks in 1990, humanitarians in the camps had existed within an epistemic community focused on trauma and genocide stories for over a decade -the 1984 film 'the Killing Fields' and its main character, the photojournalist Dith Pran, himself a genocide survivor, had brought the Cambodian Genocide to the forefront of public consciousness. 97 In August 1990 more than 120 humanitarian workers from the camps signed a petition against the prospect of a peace including the still militarised Khmer Rouge. 98 Camp experience fuelled bolder political initiatives and the emergence of humanitarian NGOs as lobbying actors in the Cambodian peace process.
At the initiative of Oxfam, an international forum convened in 1988 which met in Brussels and London and which aimed to gather all NGOs working in the camps and Cambodia. Though it never quite managed this feat, it nevertheless represented sixty-seven international NGOs in 1990 and eighty-seven by 1991, when it became more formalised. Its range extrended from Socialist Solidarity to Caritas, Christian aid, Lutheran World Service and a range of faith based organisations across Asia, Europe and North America. Oxfam Belgium and United Kingdom convened in the late 1980s and were joined by Christian Aid in 1991.
99 MSF was part of the forum but had also conducted other human rights initiatives through its anti-communist offshoot Liberté sans Frontières, which has been studied by Eleanor Davey. 100 By 1990 what became known as a 'sector' was assembled around the new forum which conducted planning and lobbying on behalf of its members. This forum's legitimacy arose from its camp work and it alone could claim to have independent monitoring capacity. In 1989 MSF and Médecins du Monde issued a joint call which stressed the importance of their volunteers as 'our teams are on the ground. They have the support of public opinion and international organisations, our volunteers will act as the sentinels of human rights'.
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The independence of the forum and its members was grounded in their field experience but its interpretation of neutrality was legitimated by the needs of Cambodians to be protected from predatory politicians. This led the organisation to back unequivocally the Hun Sen government in Phnom Penh. Party to the politics of the peace process, the NGO forum sought legal advice on its potential role in the peace negotiation and decided, on the advice of Tony Jackson of Oxfam, to focus its activities on the Khmer Rouge presence as seat holders at the United Nations and to ask specifically for the 'non involvement of the Khmer Rouge at the UN'. 102 On 6 November 1989 Oxfam and the International Council of Voluntary agencies, who represented eighty-five NGOs, called for the Khmer Rouge to desist from the United Nations. Meanwhile, in 1989, the forum hired the British diplomat John Pedler as its diplomatic advisor; he was later replaced by the fiercely anti-Khmer Rouge Belgian consultant Raoul Jennar in 1990. 103 Jennar was contracted to lobby the twelve states of the European Union and the Scandinavian states to convince them to withdraw their support from the coalition including the Khmer Rouge and to pledge more resources for the reconstruction of Cambodia. 104 Jennar produced vigorously phrased reports and testified on Cambodia to parliaments in Europe and to the US Senate on the dangers of letting the Khmer Rouge grow again. 105 The forum used its extensive network to lobby all the national states where its organisations worked in order to monitor its progress against the Khmer Rouge. Lobbying was officially the main priority, together with planning for future NGO-centred international development plans.
106 Academics were brought in to cast light on the 'new Khmer Rouge'. 107 In his reports to the forum Raoul Jennar drew bold comparisons between Pol Pot and Hitler, building on the Holocaust reference point of all genocidal regimes, but he also noted that the xenophobic and populist discourse of the 'new Khmer Rouge', manifested in murderous attacks against Vietnamese fishermen, for example in the massacre of March 1993, 108 was not unlike the populist language of far right politicians in Europe such as Jean-Marie Le Pen. 109 The campaign at the United Nations relied on other allies such as the Quaker United Nations Office. 110 The campaign failed in the first instance. It did not manage to sideline the Khmer Rouge. The Khmer Rouge only lost their hold over the Cambodian UN seat after the Paris treaty of 1991. They were then replaced as the internationally recognised voice of Cambodia by the transitional Conseil National Suprême, which originally included them too. But the political discredit associated with the genocide proved their undoing. They became the object of sanctions through Resolution 792 in the United Nations on 30 November 1992. Ultimately, on 13 April 1993, the Khmer Rouge withdrew from the political process and returned to Phnom Malai, which had served as their headquarters during the war against the Vietnamese until 1985. For the French speaking press it was a return to the 'maquis', another reference from the Second World War. 111 Abandoned by the Chinese and without new powerful backers, the movement withered and eventually died with Pol Pot in 1998.
The humanitarian lobbying had in effect positioned international NGOs as the objective allies of the long-term winners of the peace transition. The NGO forum expressed the members' collective desire to coordinate humanitarian efforts and provisions in the new Cambodia. NGOs organised in a general meeting which articulated these views in a common declaration calling for sustained UN effort and the exclusion of all Khmer Rouges in February 1993. 112 The opening of Cambodia for humanitarian work turned the country into what international relations specialists have nicknamed an 'NGOland', a polity in which many of the key functions of the state were assisted or supplemented by international aid to the point that this aid restricted real sovereignty. Cambodia became one of the prime examples of this post-conflict evolution as it drew in a multitude of developmental and relief agencies financed by a institutional donors. Many NGO workers trained in the camps, both Cambodian nationals and international workers, migrated into the new troubled 'democracy' in 1992-3, where they met around sixty other NGOs invited in the country a few years earlier by the pro-Vietnamese government. 113 Meanwhile, the Cambodian diaspora, object of much concern in relation to their traumatic past, which had settled permanently in the various countries where UNHCR policies had landed them, was called upon as part of the new international effort for Cambodia. A new era of triumphantly coordinated humanitarian work seemed to be heralded, and soon Cambodia featured the highest concentration of NGO workers in the world. The forum and its development plans represented the coming of age of a system which set its objectives much higher than mere emergency response. By February 1991 the NGO Forum was a sufficiently important for the Hun Sen government minister of planning to address it and ask for its support. 114 An epistemic community born in the camps imagined itself an international system.
Conclusion
The role of the camps as the cradle of this community is significant. But, at a time of doubts and challenges, embodied in the soul searching World Humanitarian Summit of 2016, the camps retain an aura that is unique. Humanitarian commemorative focal points (lieux de mémoire) are few. If some of the contemporary refugee camps have become, with the passage of time, sites of 'dark tourism', 115 it seems unlikely that major commemorative spaces will emerge in the dusty fields of Site 2. Yet in a relief sector which notoriously suffers from chronic amnesia, the desire to remember and chronicle, through self-published diaries and the dissemination of photographic evidence, is even more noticeable. Furthermore, many of those who recall their formative years in these autobiographic documents are still practitioners 116 -still engaged as internationalists. Some have continued a career at home in refugee health centres or organisations, others have had important careers in the United Nations system or large NGOs. 117 The community of practice in which they had taken part has had a profound influence worldwide.
Despite its early promises, the rebuilding of Cambodia has not proven as positive an experience as the camps themselves, despite their political ambiguity. The recollection of the Cambodian camps as an idealised space for collaborations, 'joined-up thinking', common norms and training smooth over the barely acknowledged tensions or the anxieties arising from blatant manipulation of aid 118 for the purpose of continued warfare 119 or the shoring up of competing political forces. 120 What remains of this episode today is the memory of a way of thinking about collaboration and cooperation, less a concept than nostalgia for genuinely constructive exchanges in a worldwide humanitarian market. 121 Cambodian camps may have become the cradle of sentimental idealism rather than the matrix of a hegemonic new humanitarian system, but their 'prolonged emergency' existence enabled volunteers to develop self-narratives of professionalism and experience. 122 The idea of permanent emergency, since then theorised by Mark Duffield and Didier Fassin, came into existence through the experience of these interminable containments of population displacements. 123 In a crucial way the Cambodian camps comforted the spatial and cultural separation between aid workers and recipients of aid: Volag workers could not reside in camps, and nothing could bridge entirely the unspeakable epistemic distance of the victims from their helpers. Although research on trauma, sexual and domestic violence as well as on crime dispelled any illusions on what a refugee community might be, it also invited new explanations. The disrupted and displaced universe of refugee camps challenged expatriates to make sense of not just refugees but also themselves in the face of genocide. Humanitarians could attempt to reorder and make sense of their encounters discursively only through recourse to trauma and references to genocide. This became most obvious in the form their late awakening to the politics surrounding them. Genocide trumped all ambiguities and past compromises.
